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Black Creek’s SallyPort© Enterprise-Class Jail
Management System Is Going To California
Tehama County Sheriff’s Office personnel will assist in the development of
SallyPort© CA, the California-specific version of SallyPort©, which will
incorporate California-specific booking practices, forms, standards and
reports.
Black Creek Integrated Systems has been awarded a contract to supply its
SallyPort© Jail Management System (JMS) for the Tehama County Jail
located in Red Bluff, California. The Jail has the capacity to house 227
inmates and processes approximately 3,600 bookings per year.

Above: Deputies Michael Barrett and Chad Gibson from the
Tehama County Sheriff’s Office discuss inmate management
with Black Creek Sales Manager, Randy Hill.
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The SallyPort© system will includes modules for booking with digital
mugshot capture, arrest/charge/release, inmate property, classification,
medical, inmate fund, inmate contacts/visitation, threat group, visitation,
video lineup, billing and electronic shift log, a digital logbook which
replaces paper logs. In addition, the system will track historical inmate
behavior and disciplinary actions and will include a bar-coding interface
that allows for laser scanning to track jail operations such as inmate
movement, medical dispensing and wellness checks. Additional integration
will also be provided for automated data exchange between the national
V.I.N.E. (Victim Identification and Notification Everyday) system and for
existing live scan fingerprinting, commissary and inmate telephone system
applications.

More about SallyPort©
SallyPort© CA will be another in a series of state-specific subsets of SallyPort©, an enterprise-class jail management system
from Black Creek Integrated Systems Corp. of Irondale, AL. Unlike other “one app fits all” jail management applications,
SallyPort’s© state-specific snap-ins relieve users of the necessity of dealing with superfluous data fields, business rules and
reports from other states that do not apply to their operation. Workflow-related snap-ins provide additional functionality
necessary for the efficient operation of larger facilities that would be cumbersome and unnecessary in smaller facilities.
SallyPort© provides jail administrators with a comprehensive set of tools to manage their jail operations from intake
through release regardless of the size or geographical location. Learn More about SallyPort®.
More about Black Creek ISC
Black Creek Integrated Systems is a turn-key source for modern, Touchscreen-based, correctional facility security control
systems and security management software solutions that reduce the cost of corrections. Black Creek focuses only on the
corrections market – installing integrated security and records management solutions in jails, prisons, courthouses and
government facilities across the nation. Learn More about Black Creek >
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